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Benefits . . . 
  To Becoming A Leader Of Leaders . . . 
 

● Increase personal  
income 

● Reduce hours worked 
● Move business to run    

without you 
● Generate MORE and   

BETTER leads 
● Install systems to convert more leads 
● Learn to close leads faster 
● Systems to generate more referrals  
● Create client for life systems 
● System for developing profitable partners 
● Increase network of profitable partners 
● Improve leadership skills 
● Install powerful BOS systems 
● Connect with like minded individuals 
● Gain access to best practices 
● Build powerful connections to leaders 
● Improve disciplines 
● Build and leverage interconnected networks 
● Bring added value to networks of networks 
● Improve speaking skills and disciplines 
● Improve leadership skills and disciplines 
● Improve skills and disciplines in all areas 
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The Value Of Trust & Simplicity  
 
If we as a leader of leaders will trust “The Integrity Of The System”              
then others will trust us and we will accomplish so much more            
together than we ever could on our own. 
 
Believe it or not . . . this one page, if you are trusting is all you need as                   
a leader of leaders. If you want to learn the science behind the entire              
system and how to see even greater success then read and manage            
Up/Out to others 10 pages a day.  
 
Step 1:  As everyone we come in contact with their biggest challenge. 
 
Step 2:  (Level 1 Examination)  To better understand how to assist 

individuals solve their biggest challenge recommend that 
individuals complete www.TheActionCard.org 

 
Step 3:  (Level 2 Examination) Complete a 30 Minute Strategy 

Session (30 MSS).  The 30 MSS will help us to best 
understand how the Coffee Connection will solve the short 
term challenges / problems and assist individuals discover 
and live their Life Visions each and every day.  

 
Step 4:  (Solution) Coffee Connection is one part of the solution.  The 

individual who completes the 30 MSS may recommend other 
solutions.  The right solution will help the individual earn more 
income, work less, have less stress and improve their life 
balance.  www.DNAforSuccess.com/Solutions 

 
Step 5:  (Implementation) Assist individuals in being consistent in 

following through. www.DNAforSuccess.com/Implementation 
 

www.MyCoffeeConnection.org  
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Very Important Copyright Note 
 

Each individual using any any part of this        

system is given a conditional license to use        

all parts of Coffee Connection, Legacy      

Partners, the BOS - Business Operating      

System along with all the other resources and        

IP (Intellectual Property) licensed through Life      

Masteries institute and Legacy Partners.  
 

This conditional license and any certifications,      

use of any branding and all IP can be removed          

from any individual or group for violating the        

values or ethics connected with the proper use        

of all the tools, systems and IP within or         

outside of the network.  
 

For the integrity of the network and the use of          

all IP, tools and systems and any deviation,        

revisions, enhancements remain owned,    

licensed and managed through Life Masteries      

Institute and Legacy Partners.  
 

Any violation / poor stewardship of the IP,        

tools, systems and networks may result in       

limiting or removing the use within the       

network. 
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Coffee Connection - Leader’s Manual 
Version 1.31 

 
Welcome! We are so excited to welcome you to         
becoming a Leader Of Leaders within the Coffee        
Connection network! 
 

Congratulations! 
 
You may not even know what this means, being         
a Leader of Leaders or leading a Coffee        
Connection, and that’s alright as this is the        
purpose of this manual to help explain how to         
gain the most benefit from leading a Coffee Connection group and           
how to bring the most value to those we are serving in our group(s). 
 

Let’s dive right in . . .  
There are so many things shared within Workbook #1 it might seem a             
little overwhelming to both the leader and those in the group. That’s            
alright, it will come together within a few weeks.  
 

Focus . . .  
There are two things to focus on for everyone who attends and for             
ourselves as well: 

1. How to take what we’re learning and apply to our          
biggest challenge, i.e. our    
problem. 

2. How to take what we’re     
learning and help everyone    
earn more money while    
working less hours. 

 
We accomplish the above by building and working        
systems!  
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To personally earn a lot more money while working less hours we            
need to learn to “Build A Conceptual Bridge” between what is being            
shared in the workbook and videos and individual’s biggest challenges          
/ problem AND how we can earn more money while working less            
hours. 
 
This can be actually very challenging to do.        
Throughout the entire Leader’s Manual we will provide        
tips on how to do this. 
 
As A Leader of Leaders . . .  
 

My income . . .           Hours Working   $ Invested 
Year ______ - $___________    _______ / week       $_______  ___% 
Year ______ - $___________    _______ / week       $_______  ___% 
Year ______ - $___________    _______ / week       $_______  ___% 
Year ______ - $___________    _______ / week       $_______  ___% 
 
It’s pretty simple actually . . . “If we don’t have an abundance of time               
and money, we’re not investing our time and money into things that            
produce extra time or money.”  
 

1. My Goal Over 12 Months is to earn $__________ / month and to             
work _____ hours / week. 

2. ___ - initial agreement - I commit to track my money and my time. 
3. ___ - initial agreement - I agree to give ___ % of the extra I earn and                 

the time I get back into this program. 
4. ___ - initial agreement - I agree to invest ___ % of the extra I earn                

back into recommended solutions from within the program.  
 
NOTE: Take 100% and subtract #3 and #4 %’s 100% - ____ % = ____%               
This is what we have to invest into other things OR consume for our own               
personal benefit. The less the percentage given or invested back into the            
right things the longer it will take for us go have true freedom to pursue our                
heart’s desires / Life Vision.  
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If we have invested money and time into things which are black holes this              
program may produce more money and time for us . . . BUT . . . we may                  
never even know it.  
 

NOTE: There is a high probability that we as leaders will earn            
more money and gain more time . . . BUT . . . we will NOT invest that                  
time and money back into the right things and we’ll end up right back              
where we started unless we change at the very core level how we             
think. 
 
We often invest into seductive forces which entice with quick or easy            
or fun wealth or earning a lot of money off the efforts of others. Often               
the simple and lazy are enticed by these bright and shiny objects, with             
a handful of success stories . . . but lack substance.  
 
We often invest our time and money into things which feel good, give             
us improper hope and are fun to do . . . but don’t deliver. What’s               
interesting about individuals who are trying to get rich quick and easy            
is that, as a wise man shared, “A fool and his money are soon parted.”  
 
Proverbs xx:xx 
 
What’s interesting, is that people will often double down on the time            
and money they have invested foolishly and discard those things          
which will produce life long wealth in every area of life because they             
aren’t fun, seducing or exciting . . . in the short term.  
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Printed Resources For Coffee Connection 
 

 

1. Postcard 
Purpose . . .  
System to quickly gather key     
information on others enabling    
us to help others quickly, and      
help others to quickly get to      
know, like and trust us.  

 
2. 4 Fold Flier 

Purpose . . .  
Quickly walk individuals through simple     
steps to understanding from a big picture       
how to build a BOS - Business Operating        
System - to assist them solve their       
problems, earn more money and work      
less hours.  
 

3. Workbook  
Purpose . . .  
Systematically assist individuals to learn and      
do critically important things which will help       
people to solve their own problems, earn       
more money and work less hours.  
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NEW Guests . . .  
It is critical to treat first time guests in a very specific way which will               
help them to see the value of coming back.  
 
Step 1: Have the guest complete the postcard with the Level 1 Questions.             
We will learn valuable information about the individual which will help us to             
more quickly connect them into the group and assist them gain value            
quickly. IMPORTANT NOTE: Take a photo of the postcard and email it to             
the appropriate E-VA (Executive Virtual Assistant) to help support in follow           
through. * * * Schedule a 30 minute Strategy Session with           
them immediately! * * *  
 
Step 2: Share with the     
guest something about   
their biggest challenge,   
what they would love help     
on, their personality, what    
they would like to change     
about themselves and/or   
how the Coffee   
Connection group will assist them in all       
the various areas.  
NOTE: Ideally have someone in your      
group who is specifically assigned to do       
this with new guests. Give copy to the small group leaders for all those              
who are in their group as well to assist them.  
 
Step 3: Complete an overview of the workbook for the individual to help             
them to see all the amazing things they will gain from being a part of the                
group and work to get them to commit to come back next week. 
 
Step 4: Introduce them to their group leader before they leave so they can              
get to know each other for just a couple of minutes. Group leader should              
call the person ASAP and get to know them and help them to immediately              
feel part of the group.  
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In the orientation meeting with first time guests it’s important to go through             
the postcard with the Level 1 Questions AND then go through the 4 Fold              
handout AND then the workbook.  
 
Help each new guest to realize that . . . “Yes, they will be overwhelmed for                
a few weeks, but over time everything will start to come into focus for them               
on how to EARN MORE MONEY while WORKING LESS HOURS!”  
 
While we won’t say all 7+ billion people who could          
attend a Coffee Connection are all focused on        
earning more money and working less hours we        
will go out on a limb that even those who don’t think            
they are really all that focused on earning money . .           
. want to earn more money . . . if for no other             
reason to use the money to either buy back some          
of their time OR to give it to a great cause.  

 
It’s important to help each     
member to learn that one of the most important         
things they can learn is how to be a Leader of           
Leaders, and to do that THEY MUST learn to get          
out there and meet new people.      
Set a goal / expectation of getting       

them to fill out at least one       
Level 1 Question Postcards a     
day, five days a week.  

 
Based on research, the average person knows 250 people and the average            
business owner knows 5,500. Hmmmm, that’s interesting isn’t it? If a           
person gets one of these postcards filled out a day          
that would equal to 260 new people a year. This          
would mean that it would take them 21+ years to          
gain the depth of database / network to be a          

successful business owner. If we do two a day,         

then it would only take around 10 years.  
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If we do four a day, then it would only          

take roughly 5 years. How hard is this? It’s         
really not all that hard . . . other than the           
courage to do so and the discipline required        
daily to stick with it. It takes roughly three minutes          
to complete the Level 1 Questions.  
 
Gathering up four of these a day or        
twenty a week can seem a bit       
overwhelming . . . but what if we could         
figure out how to gather up 106 a        
week, what would our response be as a        
Leader of Leaders? Henry Ford says . . .         
“If you think you can do a thing or you          
think you can’t do a thing, you’re right.”  
 
As leaders we teach this in the workbook but do we believe and practice it?               
Yes, people will think that we’re amazing with all the firepower we deliver in              
this workbook! Don’t let it go to our head! Based on the whole universe of               
knowledge what we know is really nothing!  
 
The last thing we need as a Leaders        
of Leaders within the Coffee     
Connection is individuals who lead     
who are arrogant. We are only as       
strong as the weakest of the Leaders       
Of Leaders! Don’t permit those who      
have big egos to hurt everything      
we’re doing as a group! Watch this       
video, have everyone we lead watch this video and share with those we’re             
leading if they think we think we’re smart or that we have an ego to               
recommend that we watch this video. :-)       
www.YouTube.com/watch?v=EMLPJqeW78Q 
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The truth is that there are so many ways to get 106 a week              
it’s crazy easy if we learn to think in a different way. Be             
CAUTIOUS about getting to where we think we really have          
this IP (Intellectual Property) mastered. If we ever get to the           
point where we think we’ve mastered this . . . seek out,            
search out, the individuals who discovered all these things         
and sit down for coffee with them, with our insights and           
knowledge, and share how smart and brilliant we are.  

   www.DNAforSuccess.com/Video-Trailer-Library/Thinking-Differently 
 
Be cautious . . . about teaching something that we’re not actually using             
ourselves. Remember . . . we’re not leaders out there getting a bunch of              
people who follow us . . . but we’re creating Leaders Of Leaders . . . AND                 
THERE IS A HUGE DIFFERENCE!  
 
What’s the next level above Leaders Of Leaders? Great question! It’s           
moving to being a World Thought Leader where we discover something,           
write about it and it lasts for 100 years.  
 
We encourage you to take this jump and move to a dimension where you              
discover original thought, something that you haven’t read or heard but           
something that is a unique way of thinking, a perspective that . . . Let’s just                

say, “Knocks You And Others On Your Butts.”  
 
Don’t be lazy! Figure out all the many ways to get 106 of these cards every                
week. A Leader of Leaders will work hard and not expect others to give              
them everything. The Leader of Leaders will realize that the journey in            
discovery is often far more important and powerful than the destination.  
 

Don’t Teach It If We’re Not Applying It . . . OR . . .               
Better Yet . . . Do Share It And Be Honest With            
Those We’re Leading That We Still Struggle With        
It Ourselves.  
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What’s the science behind the Level 1 Questions        
. . . to really sell anything? It’s        
actually that this process turns anything we want        
to sell from a . . . Sales Situation into a           
Solution Opportunity . . . AND . . . that is a            
huge paradigm shift in the way most people think.  

 
When we honor those who have gone before us, we will be blessed by              
others who follow us. 
 
How often do we find ourselves and others around us losing           
perspective? When we can take death into perspective and have it           
support our life vision . . . that would seem to be . . . a gift directly from                   
God. 
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The Action Card has been     
developed over many   
decades and is designed    
to quickly help understand    
people at a very deep and      
powerful level.  
 
By the very nature of the information being gathered AND the order and             
science of the questions The Action Card will tend to cause people to -              
Know - Like and Trust the individual sharing the card. This requires that             
the individual using the card has a strong value (heart) system AND a             
strong knowledge (head) system.  
 
What this means is that someone using the cards / process, the system             
MUST take personal ownership. Individuals should NEVER EVER say         
“I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to hurt you/someone.” If someone          
ever said that they are giving the person the community the permission to             
say “Hmmmm, that’s interesting. “So am I to feel better now           
knowing that you’re stupid?” 
 
If this feels harsh to us, it’s probably because we are lazy and have never               
invested the time into really thinking deeply . . . at least about the comment               
“I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to hurt you.” Think about it . . . does anyone we                 
hurt really think we meant to hurt them on purpose? Probably not. This             
means that it’s not a well thought out comment and really sloppy and lazy              
actually. People who say this breed a culture of quickly saying “I’m sorry...“             
but then not really changing and doing it again. 
 
If we’re dealing with simple little non powerful things like a stick rather than              
a gun then hey accidents happen and with a stick it’s probably not that big               
of a deal. With a gun, it’s a much bigger deal. If we use something that is                 
as powerful as The Action Card then we must commit to use all the              
information properly and for the proper use of the individual we are            
interviewing.  
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Every card that is completed should have a photo of the card and be sent               
to an E-VA (Executive Virtual Assistant) OR should be entered into           
www.TheActionCard.org to insure that strong follow up is completed and          
there is proper support to assist the individual who has filled out the card is               
getting the very best solution.  
 
NOTE: E-VA’s are trained and certified through Life Masteries Institute.          
The certification program is so rigorous that only 16% of those who enter             
the program graduate from the program. That’s right 84% of those who            
enter the program do not graduate. The certification program teaches both           
deep values and knowledge and assists to insure that those being served            
are being served at the highest levels.  
 
There are 5 QR (Quick Response)      
codes, 1 web address and 1      
conference calling line / webinar     
people can access. 
 

1. This QR code is directed to       

www.PersonalityMasteries.com or  
www.DNAforPEOPLE.com which  
is where there is an abundence of       
resources for learning about    
themselves and others through the     
science and art of Personality     
Masteries.  
 

2. This QR Code is directed to       

www.DNAforBUSINESS.com and  
will help people to learn about The       
5/30 Grid and how to build that into        
their BOS - Business Operating     
System. There are many different     
ways to learn how to build a BOS        
and this website goes through     
each of those different ways.  
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3. This QR code is driected to       

www.DNAforLIFE-Laws.com and  
will assist individuals in learning     
more about the 250+ Natural Laws      
and how each of those laws can       
assist them to see greater success      
in every area of one’s life.  
 

4. This QR Code is directed to       

www.Mastermind-Seminars.org 
which houses all the information for      
all LIVE events which consists of      
Coffee Connections, Mastermind   
Seminars, Mastermind Groups,   
Mastermind Seminars and Legacy    
Partners.  
 

5. This QR Code is directed to       

www.TheActionCard.org which is   
this card online.  
 

6. The www.DNAforSuccess.com   

is, in a way, kind of like the “mother ship” of websites which can assist               
individuals to gain access to the entire The Vision Project / Legacy Partner             
network and massive library of resources.  
 

7. Free Mastermind Group is the free Saturday mastermind call where           

there are a series of 30 minute mastermind groups. 8:30 am (et) is             
Mastermind Seminar, 9:00 am - Dimensional Living, 9:30 am - Discover My            
Action Vision and then starting at 10 am, it’s an open mastermind group             
where any topic could be discussed.  
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Now . . . if you’re thinking “This is way too much!” Information, it should be                
simplified . . . well . . . that is such a cool thought . . . and . . . we are so                        
excited for you to use your special gifts and talents and 7 T’s to assist in                
doing this.  :-)  
 
Believe it or not, this is the simplified version. :-) There are over 30 years,               
yes 3 decades of massive IP which have been condensed into this one             
small Action Card.  
 
There’s not a lot of time or effort invested into getting individuals to make a               
monthly contribution to all they are getting but there probably should be.            
We as leaders need to personally commit to make a weekly financial            
contribution to all these systems. Yes, we are given more than those we             
lead . . . AND . . . we are receiving more as well. Probably ten times more                  
so we should giving ten times more than those we are leading.  
 
If we look deeply or maybe even if we do not, we’ll see that decades of time                 
and money, literally millions of dollars have been invested into all these            
systems and each one of us is gaining the benefit to our businesses AND              
our lives.  www.DNAforLIFE-Laws.com 
 
There are many   
opportunities to  
make a contribution   
through the many   
sites and webpages.   
The weekly  
contribution 
financially is the one    
that provides the   
individual with the   
greatest value. When individuals make a weekly contribution they will be           
consistent weekly. The more consistent they are the greater success they           
will have. The more someone contributes financially the greater the          
financial return someone will earn.  
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We live in a society where there       
is a charge for most everything      
and people are not taught to give.       
Even those who have strong     
religious beliefs and give 10% or      
more to their local place of      
worship are often some of the      
most stingy in giving back for all       
they receive. While giving to our      
local place of worship is a great thing and should be encouraged, giving             
there does not seem to translate into gaining a financial or even a life return               
from participating in Coffee Connection . . . UNLESS . . . we incorporate              
both together, which is pretty cool when that happens.  :-) 

 
Step 1:  As a Leader of Leaders 
commit to giving something 
weekly right now. 
www.DNAforLIFE-Laws.com  - 
Lower Left Side Of Screen 
 
 
 

 

Step 2: Be intentional and watch      
for how this small weekly     
investment is paying off not only      
in every area of our lives but also        
financially. As we are intentional     
in SEEING our financial return     
then we will be able to share this        
with others.  

 
Step 3: Share our stories of giving       
and financial return with others in our       
own group, in our community, in our       
nation and then around the world.  
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Teach, lead and mentor those in our groups to ask the biggest challenge             
question of everyone we know. 
 

“Hmmm, I was just curious . . . what would you say            
the biggest challenge you might be facing in any         
area of your life personally or professionally?”  
 
Once we get someone’s biggest challenge then we can say . . . 
 

“Hmmm, that’s interesting. There are some other       
cool and fun questions I would love to help you          
which I think could help you with  
__ Insert their biggest challenge here __.  
Would that be alright?” 
 
. . . and then go through the rest of the questions from The Action Card. 
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Once we obtain the information from “The Action Card” then we have            
completed what is called a Level 1 Examination. There are four levels of             
examination with each level having a very defined purpose. 

 

The simple version of solving any problem . . . 
 

Step 1: Examination 
Step 2: Solutions 
Step 3: Implementation 
 
When we are talking with people over the        
phone the simple 3 Steps are great as they are          
easy to understand and people buy in quickly.  
 
If the 3 Steps are used it will often solve the symptom to someone’s              
challenge, but not the core. To fix the core we need to implement the              
7 Steps and the 7 Steps take far greater skills, disciplines and            
commitment to do. 
 
Have we ever heard . . . “Sometimes we have to sell people             
what they want to get into a position to sell them what            
they need.”? 
 

Why is this? It’s actually pretty simple . . . in general BIG companies,              
BIG government, BIG churches, BIG education . . . really anything BIG            
seduces those they attract into thinking that if you just connect,           
commit and give us some of your money you can live in this Disney              
World that we’ve created and we’ll fulfill your dreams and goals and            
seduces people into “drinking the kool aid” or “follow the pied piper.” 
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We’ll call this the “Seduction Of The Masses.”  
 
Learning the deep understanding of Steps 4 and 5 and why those            
steps are so hard for us and those we lead will help us as Leader of                
Leaders to SEE things we’ve never seen before and THINK things           
we’ve never thought before which give us and those around us the            
ability to DO things we’ve never done before.  
 

  
Great leaders of leaders understand that those       
they are leading often won’t listen to them so         
they use outside resources to get their points        
across.  
 
Tom Kunz called this “The man with the        
briefcase 100 yards away principle.”  
 
 

Tom, leader of over 140,000 sales professionals in over 70 countries,           
knew what he wanted to get across to those he was leading and             
brought in “The man with a briefcase” the outside speaker, the           
consultant, the expert who could share what needed to be shared with            
those he was leading.  
 
Leverage www.DNAforSuccess.com/7-steps-to-success to help teach     
the point and support your leadership. Use one another to lead your            
groups so they are hearing it from many leaders and different           
personalities.  
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Lazy people, most of those honestly who will        
join our groups, we’ll catch them saying “It’s        
so complex.” If we take offense to someone        
calling those we’re leading lazy, then it would        
be good to check our own hearts and find out          
why we take offense at     
this. Remember the   
“Seduction of the   
Masses?”  

 
There will be a lot of offensive things shared to          
you and those we are leading. Good to get use          
to it. That’s part of being a Leader of Leader. It’s           
simple, there are three parts to the engine.  
People are so use to being babied that anything         
that people have to work at seems to turn people into whiners and             
babies.  
 
If we continue to indulge them they will continue to be that way. Yes,              
initially it will make us to feel good and important and powerful as             
leaders but it gets old pretty quickly.  
 
If we want to earn a lot of money and have the            
freedom to not work any more hours than we         
want to, doing what we want to do, then we          
need to be building leaders of leaders around        
us.  
 
This testimony page will help people to see        
others who have been successful and will give        
people an initial boost or trust of you, the         
system. Trusting the integrity of the system is        
the key to success of any system.  
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People are inherently selfish and self centered.       
In leadership we learn that people who tend to         
say they are givers, given, selfless are the        
most selfish. Every personality is selfish by       
nature but often certain personality types really       
think they aren’t selfish when they really are. 
 
This is very hard to overcome. Helping people        
to focus on others from the beginning sets a         

good foundation. As the tide rises all the ships rise together.           
Everyone listed here, we should ask them their biggest challenge and           
then should ask them the questions from The Action Card.  
 
In helping individuals to solve their biggest       
challenge, their problem we need to      
understand that there tends to be two major        
types of solutions. The first type of solution        
is a surface type of solution and the second         
type of solution is fixing things at the core.  
 
Most companies and individuals seek to fix       
things at the symptom level as that is what is          
easiest, most fun, will happen in the least amount of time and where             
people, companies and organizations tend to make the fastest money          
and the most money. Why? People love to address symptoms and           
hate to fix things at the core. There is a massive amount of time and               
energy to fix things at the core, people initially will resist and fight             
fixing things at the core and in the long term without a vision and vast               
wisdom it will look like the one that is leading won’t earn money. It              
requires massive faith in one’s self, others, a higher being or           
something outside of ourselves and anything that most people have          
ever experienced.  It’s just SIMPLY HARD WORK!  
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There are times that we do actually fix things at the symptom level             
which then gives us the opportunity to fix things at the core level.             
Being a Leader of Leaders, our desire is to always move to fix things              
at the core level ASAP.  
 
If those we are leading our not registered we want to get them             
registered. By registering individuals we gain the power of the millions           
of dollars of systems and vast network to assist people.  

 
Whenever we get to a recommended book we        
may as a Leader of Leaders have one of the          
members who has read the book share their        
thoughts as to the number one things they took         
from the book. We could also teach them how         
to manage Up/Out. 
 
www.TheVisionProject.net/ManageUP-Out.htm 
 

We are conditioned from the very beginning of school to be told what             
to do by a class outline or a syllabus. We are not taught to learn and                
curiosity is often trained out of us. We are taught to follow the             
thinkings of others rather than learning to think on our own. We are             
actually taught to be lazy in how we think.  Strange but true! 
 
The “I Will . . .” statement teaches people to DO based on what they               
SEE and THINK from the lesson. A great Leader of Leaders will be             
able to SEE a great deal from what individuals write down in their             
workbook.  
 
At the bottom of this page we will start to help those we are leading to                
put the foundational pieces in place for them to learn how to be a              
Leader of Leaders. Commitments are not for the leader or          
even the group but for ourselves. Helping people to learn to           
commit and then follow through is one of the best gifts we can give. 
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Finally!  :-)  
 

We’re finally at Topic 1: The Secret About        
Time, congratulations!  
 
There are a number of reasons this is Topic 1.          
Over 30% of people we ask “What is your         
biggest challenge?” will say something     
connected directly into time.  
 

Learning to think differently about time will often help almost any other challenge             
a person may have. If we have more time . . . AND . . . we use that time properly                     
we will earn more money, improve our relationships, have less bad stress and             
have a more balanced life. 
 
When we say “IF” that is a huge “IF” and most people will not earn more money                 
or have better relationships or improve other aspects of their lives. Why?            
People tend NOT to be good stewards of their 5 / 7 T’s which causes them to                 
have less of everything. Give people more time and/or more of anything and             
they will often revert back to where they were prior to giving them more of               
anything.  
 
Helping people to fix things at a core level is very challenging as a leader of leaders.                 
We need to help people to better realize the value of going through the pain and hard                 
work of learning to think differently and to do that we need to help people learn how to                  
leverage themselves better. 
 
There are many ways to do this. If we have not gone through courses in Personality                
Masteries through Life Masteries Institute then this would be a great thing to do.              
www.PersonalityMasteries.com/lvl1-cert 
 
Being coached, one on one through      
ActionVision is another great resource to      
help us become more effective leaders and       
will give us knowledge, wisdom, systems      
and tools to help more people, help them to         
grow and change faster and help more       
people with less effort, time or energy on our part. This will help us to earn a lot more                   
money ourselves while working less hours.  

www.DNAforSuccess.com/Implementation/One-On-One 
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As a Leader of Leaders we will earn 25% of          
whatever is generated in contributions AND      
we’ll be able to give 25% to a great cause of           
our choice.  
 
If we would like to turn this into a profit center           
then it would be good to check out the Legacy          
Partner program. A number of worldwide      
thought leaders have shared that they believe       

the Legacy Partner program is best program they have ever seen in            
the world which helps us to turn our Learning INTO Earning.  
 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/Implementation/Legacy-Partners 
 
The E-myth Revisited is a powerful book which has helped millions of            
business owners realize that they don’t really own a company but own            
a job. Being good at “_______________” whatever we’re good at and           
starting a company doing this does not make us good a business.  
 
There are individuals who have devoted millions of dollars and          
decades of their lives to discover the secrets to designing,          
architecting, engineering a BOS - Business Operating System, an         
engine that not only helps us to earn more money while working less             
hours, own a company rather than a job but also to learn how to              
discover our own personal Life Vision and then have the engine to            
support us living that Life Vision each and every day.  
 
Remember to help those we’re leading to turn what we’ve learned in            
Topic #1 into earning money. The “Commitment” for this week is to            
attend next week. Each week the commitment builds and as people’s           
commitments build then their consistency builds which then will build          
the strengths of our teams / groups.  
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This page may not look like much and may not          
seem like it would change someone’s life, but it         
will! This page is actually a system which took         
over 30 years to discover and develop. An        
artist invested over three decades to discover       
the secret, the process, the magic behind       
helping every single person in the world       
discover their very own life vision, in minutes        
and without any costs.  
 

Because we did not invest the time, effort, money . . . and really our               
life we probably will never fully appreciate the fully beauty as the artist             
does . . . UNTIL . . . we see how this one simple page changes the                 
lives of those people we love and care about the most.  
 
The passions reveal what people love to do and the center of the             
fingerprint of one’s very own unique life vision. 
 
Think about it . . . this simple exercise gives us the gateway into the               
heart and soul, the very conception in one’s mother womb. The power            
of this one single exercise will transform the lives of people . . . IF . . .                  
people are willing to allow this to happen in their lives.  
 
We empower people to SEE themselves as they really are and in a             
way that probably they have never seen themselves in the past.           
Understanding, at the very core of who we are, why we were put on              
this planet and HOW everything in our lives have brought us to the             
moment in time, of the here and now and even more important the             
WHY.  
 
We now have the ability to help people to leverage themselves to            
do the things we NEED to do TODAY to have the TOMORROW we             
desire to have while EMBRACING the PAST to learn from and           
become who we were meant to be.  
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This page helps us to understand the four        
different areas or categories where what is       
given goes to. If we want those in our groups          
to earn a lot more money then we need to help           
them to deeply understand the value and       
freedom they have when they give something       
for what they are receiving.  
 
 

We as leaders need to understand this at a deep level and the way to               
do this is to give ourselves to the group that we started with. If we as                
a Leader of Leaders produce many other Leaders of Leaders who go            
on and start other groups, the amount of money we could earn AND             
give away is substantial.  
 

“He who sows sparingly will also reap 
sparingly, and he who sows bountifully 
will also reap bountifully.”  2 Cor. 9:6  
 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/MastermindGroups/Coffee 
 
There seems to be a Natural Law which seems to govern this area.             
We have seen great leaders and great participants who seem to do all             
kinds of right things and you would think they would do well in earning              
money . . . but they do not. Why? It often seems that it’s because               
they are not generous themselves financially so they are not blessed           
financially in return.  
 
Capture every success story we can and share this with those in our             
groups. People are not giving for the leaders benefit or even the            
benefit of the charity . . . but we’re giving for our own benefit!  
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Topic 2: Success Through Systems helps us to        
understand there is probably a good reason for a         
solar system being a system, our bodily systems        
being systems and pretty much anything else       
that is successful on a consistent basis to also be          
systems as well.  
 

The short six minute video will help us and others to see            
how powerful the BOS - Business Operating System is         
and how the three parts to the BOS are actually three           

sub systems which create success for the engine in our business and actually             
our lives. It is critical to have individuals Life Vision discovered and written down              
as there are many parts to our engine, our BOS that we will NOT enjoy               
developing and we won’t see the benefits . . . in the short term to doing. 
 

There are a number of sacrifices that we must make in the short term to gain the                 
benefit of the long term and without our life vision helping us to do this, we                
probably will not. 
 

Dwight Goldwinde from China says “The reason people don’t do things           
is because they do not have fun doing it.” That’s interesting and as a              
Leader of Leaders when we learn to tap into people’s passions and help them to               
learn how to take the things they are passionate about to do the things they don’t                
like doing, but do need to be done, then we can assist people to learn how to                 
have fun.  
 

Have the group share any of Zig’s books they have          
read. Talk about the quote and what does that really          
mean and how does that play out in daily life. How           
do we integrate what we learned in Topic 1 with this?           
How by doing this does it save time and help us to            
earn more money?  
 

The commitment at this point is now for ten weeks so           
it’s starting to step up the level / dimension. When          
those we are leading deeply understand that the        
commitment is for their own benefit far more than         
others they will be more willing to commit to larger          
things and for longer periods of time.  
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Now that we have a basis for a foundation         
based on time and systems from Topic 1 and 2          
we now are in a position to dive more into the           
three parts / subsystems to BOS.  
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: There is not a race to get         
through each topic. Some topics may take one        
week other topics may take months to move        
through.  

 
As a leader of leaders we need to be sensitive to what our group wants and what                 
they need. We will have members with different frequency levels and that makes             
it tough. Often a leader will dial it down to the lowest frequency as to not to lose                  
those individuals and lose the high frequency person.  
 
From a business perspective, we can earn ten times more money with one high              
frequency person than with twenty low frequency people. It is often best to take              
the high frequency individual and help them start their own group. :-) Continue             
to help each member of our group to specifically apply what we have learned /               
are learning to earning more income, work less hours and address our biggest             
challenges.  
 
Are we experts in what we do? What would we say if someone came along and                
said “I can do mostly what you do, why should I pay you for your services?”                
Building a BOS is so much more complex than people realize. There are             
individuals who have devoted their entire lives to the science of building a BOS.              
Yes . . . we will learn a lot in going through Coffee             
Connection, but how many BOS’s have we built? 
 
Work as a Leader of Leaders to realize, at a very           
deep level the value of having pros . . . those who            
build BOS / engines for individuals businesses. If        
people are working a job, ask them what the target          
date is for giving up that job and what the detailed           
written plan is. After reviewing over the plan do we          
believe it will work? 
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The more we learn about DNA for PEOPLE the         
more we’ll realize we don’t know. Do we know         
how to identify someone’s personality in 15       
seconds?  
 
Do we know what to do, once we identify         
someone’s personality? Do we know how to bring        
massive value to the individual? Do we know how         
to build a conceptual bridge between their biggest        
challenge and what we are teaching in this topic?  

 
Do we as a leader realize the magic in each of the different personality types?               
Do we know at a deep level as to how to take the different personality types and                 
blend them all together to produce far greater success together than we ever             
could on our own? 
 
Do we understand how valuable the DNA for PEOPLE is to the entire BOS? Do               
we know how to generate more and better leads in Area 1: Marketing, Area 2:               
Pre-Sales, Area 3: The Sale, Area 4: Servicing and Area 5: Client For Life? Do               
we know how Personality Masteries connects into Leadership and Profitable          
Partnerships?  
 
Do we know how to build winning teams and how to help those we are leading to                 
learn how to quickly connect with people and draw them into the Coffee             
Connection? Are we being a leader and getting people to follow us OR are we               
building leaders of leaders? If our group is not growing and if those we are               
leading are not building / leading their own group then          
there is a gap in what we could be doing and what we             
are doing. 
 
Going through the 12 hour online level 1 certification         
course in Personality Masteries is a minimum training        
that we should go through. Others have said that this          
is one of the best investments they have ever made          
into themselves and their business. 
 

www.PersonalityMasteries.com 
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For printing instructions / directions . . . 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OGn8iir4g8TmShs-P46Y7aiS5dR3hukDXr7hzV9WWTc/edit 

  
Total Printed Package . . .  

 
1. The Action Card 
     Side 1        Side 2 
 
 
 
 
2. The 4 Fold - 8 ½ X 17  
     Side 1        Side 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. The Workbook 
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Aurora - Tuesday 6:30 am  

System For Success 
 
DURING EVENT . . .  
   1. EVERYONE new who attends completes The Action Card. 
   2. Schedule one on one 30 Minute Strategy Session for all new attendees 
   3. What is the process . . . Sign in sheet(s) - Add "Frequency"  // Action To Take //  
   4. Place people in frequency group best for them to gain the most value. 

5. Give out 10 Coffee Connection handout fliers to each member to share before next                
event. 

  6. Get everyone to post something great on Facebook page BEFORE they leave. 
 
Tuesday's AFTER event . . .  

1. Capture successes (Box 12) and get those out to FULL Aurora group database (Box                
1 & 6)  

2. Call attendees and thank them for their feedback, get their thoughts and do they                
have others they think might be interested. 

3. Everyone call 3 people after event to share exciting successes and invite to next                
event. 

 
THROUGHOUT the week. 
   1. Connect with one another on assignment(s). 

2. Hand out the 10 Coffee Connection fliers through the week to groups / people I'm                 
connected with. 

 
Monday BEFORE the event . . .  
   1. Call all potential attendees and get what they would like to accomplish by attending.  
   2. Email out reminder on nice HTML invite with overall major TOPIC for the meeting. 
   3. Frequency leaders call their members to remind them and invite a friend. 
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Dear Leader Of Leaders,  
 
I wanted to share from my heart with you in closing.  I trust my heart connects with your 
heart and that together we change the world.  
 
I would personally like to thank my parents who gave so much.  I would also like to 
thank my wife of over three decades and my seven children who have sacrificed things 
that most people will never experience.  
 
I would like to thank the clients of over 25 years who have invested millions into my 
company and network and for that I will be eternally grateful!  
 
Thank you! 
 
My life vision is to “Touch every single person in the world, one person at a time, 
and impact every area of their lives in a fun and exciting way.”  
 
In my decades of working with people I have experienced that those who are generous 
financially and give back they will be blessed generously financially.  We are not being 
charged for knowledge, wisdom and insights which have cost others hundreds of 
thousands of dollars and I and others have invested millions and a lifetime of sacrifice 
and discipline to discover and developing what is shared in this program freely.  
 
Do not believe that we are giving back by teaching this to others and that is our 
contribution.  We are receiving far more in teaching / leading than we are giving.  If we 
do not give generously and openly we will not receive financially anything compared 
what we could have.  
 
“For everyone to whom much is given, from him much will be required.” Luke 12:48 
 
“He who sows sparingly will also reap sparingly, and he who sows bountifully will also 
reap bountifully.”  2 Cor. 9:6  
 
One day . . . my heart hopes for you what I have been blessed with to discover so many 
secrets.  I believe many of these secrets have been revealed to me over the years as I 
have been generous financially to others, from my early teens.  
 
Sincerely, 
Mark Boersma 
Founder, 
Synergy Solutions, Inc. 
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